
Funding Agreement as an Addendum to the Support and
Research Agreement

between: (First Name, Last Name)

, born on/in , residing in (Date of Birth DD/MM/YYYY, Place of Birth, Current
City and Country)

hereinafter also referred to as "the supporter" (m/f/d)

and

the research company Tomorrow Biostasis GmbH, Graefestr. 11, 10967
Berlin, Germany (registered at the district court Charlottenburg [Berlin] under
HRB 201918 B) hereinafter also referred to as "Tomorrow”



Preamble

The Supporter has entered into a "Support and Research Agreement" and a
"Last Will and Testament concerning Body Donation" with Tomorrow.

In order to cover the cost of cryopreservation according to the Support and
Research Agreement, the Supporter would like to provide a number of
funding options.

§ 1 Financing options

1. The Supporter wishes to donate to Tomorrow, before, at or after his
death, a sum of

a. EUR XXX,000.00 (in words XXX) for the performance of
cryopreservation in accordance with the Support and Research
Agreement. This sum shall be used in accordance with the
Support and Research Agreement.

b. EUR XXX,000.00 (in words XXX) for XXX [Please explain
additional use extensively].

2. The Supporter provides the funding options set forth in 1.4 and
independently directs third parties to provide funding to Tomorrow
as necessary for cryopreservation pursuant to the Support and
Research Agreement. Tomorrow expressly points out that the
Supporter is responsible for the provision. For a smooth process, the
Supporter will provide contact information and contact persons for
the respective funding options, Tomorrow will contact them in case
of a necessary cryopreservation.

3. In the event that multiple funding options are willing to bear the
necessary cost of cryopreservation, or more funding than necessary



is provided, Supporter directs Tomorrow to use the additional
funding provided as follows: [Please explain extensively]

4. Funding Options

a. Third party wire transfer

i. Contact information and instructions: [Please explain
extensively]

b. Funding by testamentary disposition

i. Contact information and instructions: [Please explain
extensively]

c. Funding by private charitable trust or family foundation

i. Contact information and instructions: [Please explain in
detail]

d. Trust / escrow account with XXX: [Please explain extensively]

i. XXX [Please explain in detail]

ii. YYY [Please explain extensively]

iii. ZZZ [Please explain in detail]

§ 2 Term of contract

1. This Funding Agreement shall become effective upon electronic
execution and shall automatically and fully terminate upon expiration of
the term specified in the Support and Research Agreement.

2. The agreement may be terminated, modified or extended by the
Supporter in writing at any time.

§ 3 Severability Clause and Final Provisions



1. Should individual provisions of this agreement be or become invalid,
unenforceable or void in whole or in part, this shall not affect the
validity of the remaining provisions of this agreement. In place of the
invalid, unenforceable or void provision, the parties agree on the valid
provision which corresponds to the sense and purpose of the invalid,
unenforceable or void provision. This shall apply accordingly in the
event of a gap in the contract. The parties agree that the provisions of
this severability clause do not merely serve to shift the burden of proof,
but that Section 139 of the German Civil Code is waived in its entirety.

2. No ancillary agreements have been made. Amendments and
supplements to this agreement must be made in text form. This shall
also apply to the waiver of the text form requirement.

This agreement replaces all previous agreements of the contracting parties.

Place, Date_____________    “The Supporter”_________________


